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Abstract. This paper is an exercise in program construction using Mathematics as a tool. The 
program which we undertake the construction of is a General Purpose Proof Checker. It is ‘general 
purpose’ in that it may take as input the axiomatization of a formal theory together with a proof 
written within this theory. As output it delivers a result which tells us whether the proof is correct 
or not. 
In order to test the generality of the proposed approach, we use the Proof Checker to check 
proofs written within theories such as Propositional Calculus and Predicate Calculus and Set 
Theory. 
Introduction 
One might reasonably predict that Informatics in general and Programming in 
particular will come to maturity during the eighties. The recent publication of a 
number of books such as [4,6,7] is a good sign of this trend, especially because 
they all convey a common message, that of a scientific approach to Programming. 
In principle, such an approach consists in using Mathematics as a basic tool to 
write programs. For instance, before embarking on the construction of a program 
it is highly recommended to study its underlying theory, that is to give a number 
of definitions, axioms and theorems which are relevant to the problem at hand. 
However, the theory alone is not (yet) the program; it is only the foundation on 
which to build it. Subsequent steps in the construction process consist in applying 
the theory to special cases characterized by ‘concrete’ objects (i.e. sequences, trees) 
better adapted to an implementation than the more ‘abstract’ objects (i.e. sets, 
relations, functions) used in the description of the original theory. 
The ‘rigorous approach’ [6] to program construction might thus be summarized 
as follows: to define a theory and then to apply it. 
One of the main questions that may be raised at this point is the following: Is it 
conceivable that such an approach could somehow be aided mechanically? Concern- 
ing the first part of the method (to define a theory), we think the answer is no; the 
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reason for this is quite simple: this part of the job is very creative and the formal 
aspect, although present, plays a minor role; what counts at this level is the 
mathematical style, that is the choice of good abstractions and the simplicity of 
proofs, which are all essentially subjective in nature. On the other hand, it is very 
likely that the second part of the method (to apply a theory) can be simplified by 
using some semi-automatic tools. The reason for this is also easy to understand; at 
this level. the work is characterized by very mechanical proofs within which substitu- 
tion pays a major role; in fact, one carries out a series of changes of variables which 
smoothly transforms statements of the original theory into executable algorithms. 
Consequently, it would be quite helpful to have a computer program which could 
help us check such simple proofs. However, the construction of such a program 
requires a theory of the corresponding problem, that is a theory of. . . theories, or 
to be more precise, a theory of proofs. Note that such a theory would not explain 
how to make proofs, it would rather explain how to verify that a proof is correct. 
Should this theory be established, then one may apply it and build a computer 
program which would then constitute a General Purpose Proof Checker and perhaps 
be one of a set of tools for Computer Aided Programming. 
Within this framework, the purpose of this paper is threefold: first, we shall define 
an elementary Theory of Theories (Section l), then we shall apply this theory in 
order to construct the Proof Checker (Sections 2, 3 and 41, and finally we shall test 
the generality of our approach by using the Proof Checker to verify proofs expressed 
within various theories such as Propositional Calculus and Predicate Calculus. 
1. A theory of theories 
In this section we shall give a very elementary definition of the concept of theory 
(Section l.l), then we shall generalize this definition (Section 1.2). 
1.1. Theories 
It is not a simple task to define the concept of ‘theory’. However, in the limited 
framework of this paper we shall adopt the following point of view: the purpose of 
a theory is to explain how some facts can be deduced from other facts. In order to 
even further simplify matters, we shall suppose that each such deduction involves 
an ordered pair of facts only. The first of these facts is called the antecedent of the 
deduction, the second one is called the consequent fact, and the two together forms 
what is called a Deduction Rule. Moreover, the very mechanism of deduction 
suggests that these rules be split in two kinds. The first kind forms the basic Rules, 
the consequent facts of which are said to be directlydeductubfe from their correspond- 
ing antecedents. The second kind forms the derived Rules, the consequent facts of 
which are said to be ecentually deductable from their corresponding antecedents. 
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Such an eventual deduction can be achieved through a chain of more elementary 
deductions which constitutes a proof 
Such a simple ‘explanation’ of the concept of theory leads to a mathematical 
model which is equally simple. A theory will be identified with its set of basic 
Deduction Rules and thus represented as a mere binary relation built on a certain 
set (of facts). For instance, the statement (a, b) E th (or a th b) asserts that the fact 
b can be directly deduced from the fact a in the theory th. Starting from such rules, 
a theory can be developed by building chains of deduction which link apparently 
unrelated facts. Consequently the relation of eventual deduction implied by a theory 
rh is simply is transitive closure th*; thus a statement such as (a, b) E th* asserts 
that the fact b is eventually deductable from the fact a in theory th. However, in 
order to justify this assertion, one should exhibit a proof of it, that is build a (possibly 
empty) finite sequence of intermediate facts f,, fit. . . , f,, such that 
uthf, and fithfi and...and f,,thb. 
If this is the case, then a new rule is said to have been derived in the theory (such 
a rule is said to be a derived rule) and the sequence fi, . . . , fn, b is said to be a 
proof (or a derivation) of the rule (a, 6). 
It is normal practice, when working in a theory, to use such derived rules, once 
proved, as if they were members of the original set of basic rules; this allows us to 
‘store’ and re-use previous results without re-proving them. This practice, which 
corresponds to a very strong intuition, is supported by our very elementary definition 
of theories as follows: if one extends a theory th by adding to it some of its derived 
rules, thus forming a new theory th’, then the ‘power of deduction’ of th’ is the 
same as that of th, formally 
th c th’ c th* implies th’* = th*. (1.1.1) 
This result is a direct consequence of the well-known properties of monotonicity 
(1.1.2) and closure (1.1.3) of the transitive closure operator, formally 
th c th’ implies th* c th’*, 
th ** = th*. 
(1.1.2) 
(1.1.3) 
1.2. Theories generalized 
One of the main difficulties encountered when building theories is to keep small 
(finite) their number of basic rules. In order to circumvent this difficulty one may 
first define a theory by means of a few explicit rules and then generalize it. In this 
section, we shall study some methods to generalize a theory. 
In order to formalize this practice of generalization, we shall consider some 
generulizufion functions which may be applied to theories. However, such functions 
should enjoy a number of desirable properties. For instance, they should be 
monotone, that is the larger the theory, the larger its generalizations. These functions 
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should also be closed, that is any attempt to further generalize a theory by means 
of the same function should lead at most to the same theory. Finally they should 
be increasing, that is a theory is included in its generalizations. All these properties 
might be summarized in the following formulae where g stands for such a generaliz- 
ation function and where th and th’ are theories: 
th c th’ implies g( th) c g( th’), (1.2.1) 
g(g(th)) = g(th), (1.2.2) 
rh c g( th). (1.2.3) 
Of course, it is also highly desirable that a theory generalized in this way enjoys an 
‘additive’ property similar to the one ( 1.1.1) envisaged in previous section 
th c th’ c g( th)* implies g( th’)* = g( th)*. (1.2.4) 
This property can be proved (see Appendix Al) if we suppose that operators g and 
* (almost) commute, that is 
g( rh*) c g( th)*. (1.2.5) 
In practice we shall always build our generalization functions with the help of 
some total specialization functions which are applied to facts: given a fact a and a 
specialization function s then s(a) is said to be a special case of a, and s(b) is said 
to specialize the fact b in the same way as s(a) specializes a. Given a rule (a, b), 
we may specialize its constituents in the same uay, yielding the rule (s(u), s(b)); 
should this transformation be performed on all rules of a theory th then we obtain 
the theory s 0 th 0 s-‘. Given a set S of specialization functions, we may define the 
following generalization function gs: 
g.Jth) = u (s 0 th 0 s-l). (1.2.6) 
res 
This function enjoys properties (1.2.1) and (1.2.5) (see Appendices A2 and A3). 
If we further suppose that the set S is closed under composition and contains the 
identity function 1, formally 
s E S and s’ E S implies s 0 s’ E S, (1.2.7) 
z E s, (1.2.8) 
then properties (1.2.2) and (1.2.3) can also be proved (see Appendices A4 and 
A5). As a consequence, the function g, has the additive property (1.2.4). 
In what follows, we shall also consider theories formed by composing two or more 
generalization functions defined as in (1.2.6) and axiomatized as in (1.2.7) and 
(1.2.8). Let g, and g, be two such functions, then we have (see Appendix A6) 
gT”gS=gTS where TS={t~slt~ T&sES}. (1.2.9) 
The set 7S obviously follows axiom (1.2.8). In order for TS to follow axiom 
(1.2.7), it is sufficient (see Appendix A7) to assume that for all functions s and t 
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in S and T there exist two functions s’ and f’ in S and T such that 
s 0 t = I’ 0 S’. (1.2.10) 
If this is the case then the function g Ts leads to theories having the usual additive 
property (1.2.4). 
We shall now use the very general and abstract framework developed in this 
section to study two classes of formal theories: theories based on deductions (Section 
2) and theories based on definitions (Section 3). 
2. Theories based on deductions 
Theories based on deductions are characterized by facts and rules of certain forms. 
In this section, we shall study these forms and also give a general framework for 
writing down proofs (Section 2.1). Then. we shall study deduction theories whose 
facts are made up of formulae. We shall see how such formulae can be ‘specialized’ 
by means of a mechanism called instantiation (Section 2.2). Finally we develop a 
very simple algorithm to check the correctness of proofs written within such theories 
(Sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5). 
2.1. Deduction theories 
So far we have not defined what facts are; in this section we shall give a tentative 
definition which is valid for a large class of theories, namely those theories based 
on deduction. In such theories, each fact will be identified with a (possibly empty) 
finite subset of a set F of, so called, aromic facts. Deduction theories are also 
characterized by basic rules of the following forms: 
(a, 0) for all facts a (that is for all finite subsets of F), 
(a,(g)) for some facts a and atomic facts g. 
As can be seen, such theories explain how the ‘empty’ fact can be directly deduced 
from any fact, and also how some atomic facts can be directly deduced from certain 
finite sets of atomic facts. Basic rules of the form (0,(g)) are traditionally called 
axioms, derived rules of the same form are called theorems, and other rules are 
called rules of inference. It is also customary to re-write axioms (or theorems) and 
rules of inference of the following forms: 
(0, k)L (if,, * . . 9 fJ, {gl) 
respectively as follows: 
fi To be read: 
. g . . 
fromf,,...,f, 
rm 
* g . . deduce g 
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Our first generalization of such theories is based on the idea that a fact such as 
b u a may be regarded as a ‘special case’ of the fact a. Consequently, a rule such 
as (a, {g}) can be specialized by the rule (b u a, b u {g}). Let ADD be the following 
set of specialization functions; 
ADD = {add( b) 1 b E .%=} (2.1.1) 
where 
add(b)(u) = b u a. 
Notation. SF is the set of finite subsets of F. 
The generalization function g,,, (see definition (1.2.6)) obviously has the additive 
property (1.2.4) (as the set ADD obviously enjoys properties (1.2.7) and (1.2.8)). 
One can then prove (see Appendices A8 and A9) that rules of the form 
(If,, * ’ . , fm}, {g}) may be derived within a theory of the form gADD(fh) by exhibiting 
a sequence fm+,, . . . , fm+, of atomic facts, a sequence aI,. . . , a, of facts, and a 
sequence r,, . . . , r,, of basic rules of the theory th such that 
f men = g, 
ai G ifI7 * . . 3 f m+i-*I 
ri = C”i9 {fm+il) I 
for all i in the interval [ 1, n]. (2.1.2) 
This is the reason why it is traditional to represent the derivation of such a rule as 
follows: 
Derived Rule 
fm 
* g . . 
Proof 
(2.1.3) 
For instance, suppose that our atomic facts are all formulae of the form P+ 0, 
then the theory comprising the following two Rules R 1 and R2: 
Rl P*Q 
(P*Q)*(P*R) 
:. P+R 
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. (P+Q)a(P+R) . . 
might be extended as follows: 
Derived Rule 
(1) P*Q 
(2) Q*R 
. PJR . . 
Proof 
(3) (P*QQ)-(f-RR) (2) R2 
(4) P*R (I), (3) R1 
The previous proof can be related to Diagram (2.1.3) as follows: 
f,=P*Q 
f,=Q*R 
fj=(P*Q)*U’*R) 
f,=P*R 
g=P+R 
u, = {fil 
uz={f*,f3) 
r,=R2 
r,=Rl 
It is then easy to check 
that is 
f4 = g 
al~{flYfil 
r1 = (al- If&) 
a2 E ifi? fi. fJ 
r2 = (a29 If‘J). 
manually that these elements follow condition (2.1.2). 
2.2. Formulae and instantiation 
In formal theories, atomic facts, as envisaged in previous section, are formulae. 
In this section, we shall give a mathematical definition to such formulae, then we 
shall study the mechanism of instantiation by which formulae can be specialized, 
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finally we shall not only generalize formal deduction theories as in previous section 
but also by instantiating their formulae; this will lead to a re-formulation of the 
correctness conditions (2.1.2). 
Formulae are trees; more precisely, they are members of the set tree(S) of finite 
oriented trees built on a certain set S of symbols. For instance, if we let S be the 
following set of symbols: 
S={v,&*,7P,Q,R), 
then formulae such as “P*Q”, “R” or ‘?(I’& Q) v (0 & I’)” are members of 
tree(S). The top of such a tree is a member of S, and its son is a sequence of similar 
trees. For instance, if f is the last of the above formulae, then we have 
top(f) = v 9 
son(f)=(W’&Q),(Q&P)). 
Notation. (x) is the sequence comprising the single element x; (x, y) is the sequence 
comprising the two elements x and y in that order, and so on. 
Given a tree r, elements of son(t) are called the subtrees of t. By extension, 
subtrees of these subtrees of t are also considered subtrees of f, and so on. A subtree 
of t whose son is the empty sequence is called a leave of f. 
Conversely, given an element x of S and a sequence s of trees, then we can 
construct a unique tree t denoted by 
X R S 
such that we have 
top(t) = x, son(r) = s. 
A formal definition of finite oriented trees is given in Appendix AlO. 
One of the most common operation that can be performed on a tree is the 
operation of instuntiafion (sometimes called unification) by which some of its leaves 
are replaced by other trees. For instance the formula (P+ Q)+(P+R) is an 
instantiation of P+ Q because the former has been obtained by replacing the two 
leaves of the latter by the formulae P+ Q and P+ R respectively. More precisely, 
let h be a partial function of the following type: 
h E S-tree(S). 
Notation. S+ T is the set of total functions from source S to destination T. So T 
is the set of partial functions from source S to destination T. Unlike a total function, 
a partial function f is not defined for all members of its source. The subset of its 
source for which it is defined is called its domain, denoted by dam(f). 
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We can then recursively define a total tree function inst(h) as follows: 
/ h(x) if s=( ) and XE &m(h), 
if s=( ) and x~ddom(h), (2.2.1) 
otherwise. 
Notation. A finite sequence is regarded as a function from some interval [ 1, n] (for 
some Natural Number n) to some set. Consequently, the composition of a total 
function with a sequence (as in inst(h) . s) is the result of applying the function to 
each element of the sequence. ( ) is the empty sequence. 
For instance, if h is the function {Pe(P+ Q), Q-(P*R)). then we have 
inst(h)(P*Q)= inst(h) ( R) *inst(h)( $?) 
=(P*O)*(P*R). 
Functions of the form inst(h) enjoy a nice composition property (see Appendix 
All) which can be stated as follows: 
inst( h) 0 inst( k) = inst( inst( h) 0 k’) for some function k’. (2.2.2) 
As a consequence, the following set IMINST of specialization functions obviously 
enjoys properties (1.2.7) and (1.2.8): 
IMZNST = { image( inst( h)) 1 h E S c* tree(S)}. (2.2.3) 
Notation. Given a function f from S to T, image(f) is the extension of f to subsets 
of S and subsets of T. In our case image(insr(h)) maps a set of trees into another 
one. 
We can then define the generalization function glMINST (see definition (1.2.6)) 
and compose it with the function gAD, (see definitions (1.2.6) and (2.1.1)). In order 
for the resulting theory gADD(glMINST(th)) to be ‘additive’, we need to prove a 
property such as (1.2. lo), which is easy after the following commutative property 
where s is a member of IMINST (see Appendix A12): 
s 0 add(b) = add( s( b)) 0 s. 
Within theories of the form gADD(gIMINsT(rh)), rules such as ({f,, . . . ,f,,,}, {g}) 
can be proved by using conventions similar to those of Diagram (2.1.3). The 
correctness condition (2.1.2) has to be slightly modified as follows: 
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Si( fil) = Uj 
for all i in the interval [l, n] 
and for some si in IMINST. 
si(riZ) ={fm+il 1 
where 
(rile ri*)=ri 
For instance, in the theory 
Rl P 
P*Q 
* Q . . 
R2 Q*R 
* (P=aQ)*(P+R) . .
the following rule might be correctly derived: 
Derived Rule 
(1) P*Q 
(2) Q*R 
. P+R . . 
Proof 
(3) (P*Q)*(P*R) (2) R2 
(4) P*R (l), (3) R 1 
This proof can be related to Diagram (2.1.3) as follows; 
f,=P*Q 
fi=Q*R 
fs=(PJQ)*(P*R) 
f,=PJR 
g=P*R 
a1 ={f2) 
@={f*,fJI 
r,=R2 
r?=Rl. 
(2.2.4) 
(2.2.5) 
It is then easy to check manually that these elements follow condition (2.2.4), 
that is 
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s,(r*,) = a,* 
sI(rI*) ={f31, 
s1 = image( inst({ })), 
~z~{fl~f2rfdr 
sz(d = 4, 
sz(r22) = If417 
s2= imuge(inst({P-(P*(2), Q-(P*R)})). 
Readers not interested in program construction may go directly to Section 3. 
2.3. An alternate representation for rules and proofs 
In order to simplify the correctness condition (2.2.4), in this section, we shall 
slightly modify our representation of rules as follows: each rule of the form 
(if**. . . , f,,,}, {g}) will now be represented by the finire sequence (f,, . . . , f,,,, g). Such 
rules are thus members of the set F+ of non-empty finite sequences built on the 
set F of atomic facts. 
Notation. F* is the set of finite sequences built on F. F’ is the set of non-empty 
finite sequences built on F. 
As a consequence a theory th is a subset of F+ 
thcF+ 
and a derived rule and its proof is a quadruple (f, g, u, r) of the following type; 
fEF+, g E F, a E (F*)+, rEth+ (2.3.1) 
such that 
Irl = Ial, ifl44 (2.3.2) 
Notation. Irl is the size of the finite sequence r. 
As a consequence the correctness condition (2.2.4) becomes 
f m+n=g 
UiE{filjE[l, m+i-l]}* for all i in the interval [l, n] 
inst( hi) 0 r, = u,f,,,+i and for some function hi, 
where 
m=lfl-I4 n=lul. 
(2.3.3) 
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Notation. If x is a member of a set X and s is a member of X*, then sx is the 
result of post-fixing x to s (as in aifm+i); I’k ,’ 1 enlse xs is the result of pre-fixing x 
to s. 
2.4. A proof checker 
In this section we shall investigate a little more the structure of formulae. Then 
we shall give a new form to the correctness condition (2.3.3) so that it can be 
computed. 
In Section 2.2 above, formulae were identified with finite oriented trees built on 
a set S of symbols. We shall now suppose that each symbol of this set is given an 
arity which is a Natural Number 
arityES+N 
SO that the number of sons of the tree representing a formula f is equal to the arity 
of its top, formally 
arity(top(f)) = Ison(f)l. (2.4.1) 
Formulae obeying this (recursive) rule are called well-formed-formulae built on the 
set S of symbols, for short wfl(S). For instance, the formula 
P& (lQ+(Pv R)) 
is a well-formed-formula built on the set S (as defined at the beginning of Section 
2.2) together with the following function arity: 
arity={vw2, &H~,JW~,~H~,~~O,QHO,RC,O}. 
Equipped with such formulae, we are now able to develop an algorithm to compute 
the correctness conditions (2.3.3). In fact the ‘difficult’ part in these conditions is 
the third one, namely 
inst( hi) 0 r, = aif,+i 
because it involves the discovery of an instantiation function hi. More generally, 
given two sequences of wfl(S) of the same size, s and s’, the problem is to check 
whether there exists an instantiation function h such that 
inst( h) 0 s = s’. (2.4.2) 
To do so, let us recursively define an instantiation relation (that is a subset of 
S X wfl(S)) between two well-formed-formulae with the following function assoc: 
if s = ( ), 
if s#() and x=x’, (2.4.3) 
otherwise. 
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For instance, we have 
(P*Q) assoc ((P*C?)*(P*R)) 
={P-(PJCI)}U{Q++(P*R)I 
={P++(PJc?), Q-(p*R)l. 
It can then be proved (see Appendices Al3 and A14) that condition (2.4.2) is 
equivalent to the following conditions: 
IsI = Is% 
( 
U s, assoc sl E St* wff(S). 
l~dom(s) > 
In other words the union of the instantiation 
same rank in the two sequences s and s’ is a 
(2.4.4) 
relations between elements of the 
(partial) function. This function is 
precisely the instantiation function we are looking for. 
Our problem is now to compute condition (2.4.4). To do so, we define the 
predicate rest(s, s’, h), where s and s’ are sequences of wff of the same size and 
where h is such that 
h E S- wfl(S), 
as follows: 
test(s,s’,h) iff hu u siassocsj ~Sowfl(S). 
> 
(2.4.5) 
iedom(s) 
Consequently, condition (2.4.4) is equivalent to 
I4 = Is’l, 
test(s, s’, { }). 
It is now easy (see Appendix 
following recursive conditions: 
test(( >, ( >, h), 
test (R&gt’, h) iff 
(2.4.6) 
A15) to prove that the predicate test obeys the 
(2.4.7) 
rest(f, t’, h’) if s=() and h’E SC, wff(S), 
test(s* r,s’* t’, h) if sf() and x=x’, 
false otherwise 
where 
h’=hu{x- R$. 
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Notation. Operator * (as used in s * t) is the sequence concatenation operator. 
For instance, the last line of the derivation in example (22.5) leads to the following 
trace of the ‘reduction’ of the predicate tesr: 
resf( s s’ h ) 
((P*RL (P*R)) {P-(P*(2)} 
((P* R)) 
{P-_(P*OL 0,(P*R)} 
true 
To summarize at this point, the correctness conditions (2.3.3) have now become 
f EL m+n = 
~~~{fi]j~[l, m+i-l]}* 
Ifi] = ]U;l+ 1 
i 
for all i in the interval [ 1, n]. (2.4.8) 
te.Mri, aifm+i, 11) 
2.5. An implementation of the proof checker 
The (recursive) property (2.4.7) of the predicate fest( s, s’, h) defined in (2.4.5) 
makes it easy to write a (non-recursive) program which computes it. Such a program 
could be written in LISP, ML, HOPE or any other Programming Language offering 
‘trees’ as a built-in type. If more elementary languages uch as PASCAL or ADA are 
to be used, then some complex representations of trees in terms of more elementary 
data structures (i.e. arrays, pointers) have to be developed. In our case however, 
because well-formed-formulae are special trees enjoying condition (2.4.1), it is 
sufficient o represent hem in pre-order. In this section we shall develop a mathemati- 
cal implementation based on this idea. By a mathematical implementation, we simply 
mean the conventional mechanism of change of oariables performed, in this case, 
on the variables s, s’ and h of the predicate test(s, s’, h). 
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Let us first define the pre-ordering of a tree by means of the following function: 
=x conc(preos). (25.1) 
Notation. cone is the distributed concatenation operator for sequences of sequences. 
For instance, we have 
pre((P*Q)+(P+R)) =+conc(preo((P*Q), (P*R))) 
=aconc((pre(P=+Q),pre(P*R))) 
=+(pre(P+ Q) * pre(P*R)) 
=a(( *co+ Preo (f&j$j)))* 
kc04 preo <8 $g,,, 
Then we shall generalize this pre-ordering to sequences  of trees by means of 
the following function rep (for representation): 
rep(s) = cdnc(pre Q s), (2.52) 
Note that this function enjoys (see Appendix A16) the following properties: 
w-4( )I = ( >, 
rep R) ’ t =xrep(s* 1). s (2.5.3) 
The announced change of variable, to be done on the sequences of trees s and 
s’, requires the usage of the inverse (if any) of the just defined function rep. Let 
the finite sequences which compose the range of rep be called the well-formed- 
sequences built on S (for short wfs(S)). Such sequences are either, the empty 
sequence, or sequences of the form x rep(s) * rep(t) for some s, t and x such that 
IsI = a&y(x) (th’ 1s is a direct consequence of (2.5.3)). As a result, in order to prove 
a certain property for all wfs, it is sufficient to prove it 
(i) for the empty wfs, 
(ii) for a wfs of the form x rep(s) * rep(t) (where IsI = arity(x)) under the (induc- 
tion) hypothesis that the property holds for both rep(s) and rep(t). 
With this induction principle in mind, we can prove (see Appendix A17) that for 
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all wfs of the form rep(s) and rep(s’) such that Is/ = Is’1 and for all wfs u and u’ we 
have 
(rep(s) * u = rep(s’) * u’) implies s = s’. (2.5.4) 
It is now easy to prove (see Appendix A18) that for all wfs of the form rep(s) 
and rep(s’) we have 
rep(s) = rep(s’) implies s = s’. (2.5.5) 
As a consequence, the function rep (applied to sequences of wff) is a bijection, and 
its inverse, per, a genuine function from wfs(S) to w#(S)*. 
Our (mathematical) implementation of the predicate ?est(s, s’, h) simply corres- 
ponds to the following change of variable: 
s=per(t), s’ = per( I’), h =pre-’ 0 k. (25.6) 
Note that this change of variable is always possible since we obviously have t = rep(s), 
t’ = rep( s’), and k = pre Q h. Also note that the inverse pre-’ of pre is equal tofrst 0 per 
where frst((x)) is equal to x. Consequently, we define the predicate rest’(t, t’, k) 
where t and t’ are wfs such that per(t) and per( t’) are sequences of ~flof the same 
size and where k is a partial function of the following type: 
k E S-, wfs(S), 
as follows: 
test’(t, t’, k) iff test(per(t),per(t’),pre-’ ok). (2.5.7) 
Translating conditions (2.4.7) with the change of variables (2.5.6) leads to the 
following (recursive) properties of predicate tesr’: 
resr’(( >, ( )k), 
test’(t, U, k’) if arity(x)=O and k’ES++.S*, 
test’(xt, x’t’, k) iff test’( t, t’, k) if arity(x) # 0 and x = x’, (2.5.8) 
false otherwise 
where 
k’=ku{xHU}, 
u = pre(frst( per(x’t’))), 
u = rep( rest( per(x’t’))). 
Notation. Given an element x and a sequence s then frst(xs) is x and rest(xs) is s. 
In order to ‘compute’ u and u in the above condition, one may first notice that 
u * u = x’t’. More precisely, the sequence u is the prefix of x’t’ which corresponds 
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to the first formula. It is possible to ‘extract’ u by removing from x’t’ a number of 
initial symbols equal to the cumulated sum of their arities. This is so after the 
following property (see Appendix A19) where t is a well-formed-formula: 
n < 1+ II arify((pfe(t))i) for n <Ipre(t)l, 
iG[l.fl] 
(25.9) 
n=l+,~~nIarify((pre(f))i) forn=Ipre(t)l. 
For instance, let t be (P+Q)*(P*R), then pre(t) is equal to ++PQ=+PR 
and we have 
n 1 +,ETZnl ariry((pre(t));) 
Consequently, given a prefix s of u, the quantity 4 = 1- IsI +Ciedom(s) ariry(si) is 
such that 
q>O iff (s(<Ju(, 
q=O iff IsJ=IuI. 
(2.5.10) 
Finally, let check (q, S, r, f’, k) where q is a Natural Number, s is a member of 
S*, and t, t’ and k are as for predicate test’, be the following predictate: 
test’( r, t’, k) if q = 0, 
check(q, s, t, t’, k) iff fest’(f, s * t’, k) otherwise (2.5.11) 
and IsI<Iu( and q=q’ 
where 
2.4 = pre( frst( per( s * t’))), 
q’=l-lSl+ z Urify(Si). 
iedom(s) 
following property can easily be proved after properties (2.5.8) and (2.5.10) 
and definition (2.5.11): 
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check(O, s, ( ), ( A k), 
check(q, s, xr, x’t’, k) iff check(q”, (x), x?, t’, k) 
, 
check(q’, sx’, xt, t’, k) 
check(0, s, f, r’, k’) 
cherk(0, s, f, t’, k) 
check(q, s, t, t’, k) 
check(q, s, t, t’, k”) 
check(q, s, f, r’, k) 
false 
, s , 1 . 1’ k 1 
0 P- PQQ +PQ=F+PQ+PR+PR 
2 3 P* PQQ PQ*+PQ+PR=sPR 
1 *P P* PQQ Q=s+PQdPR+PR 
0 *P +PQQ ++PQ+PR*PR P-+PQ 
0 *P PQQ +PQ=sPR+PR P-sPQ 
2 3 PQQ PQdPR+PR P-+PQ 
1 *P PQQ Q+PR=sPR P+++PQ 
0 *P QQ dPR+PR P-+PQ 
2 * QQ PRdPR P-*PO 
1 *P QQ R+PR P-==sPQ 
0 *P Q *PR P-+PQ Q-*PR 
2 * Q PR P,+PQ Q-*PR 
I *P Q R P-+PQ Q-*PR 
0 *P P-=sPQ Q-=+PR 
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The correctness condition (2.4.8) has now become 
f m+n =g, 
U,E{f/IjE[l, m+i-l])* 
for all i in [ 1, n]. 
(2.513) 
ChecktO, (>7 W(ri), rep(Uifm+i), { 1) J 
3. Theories based on definitions 
Besides the mechanism of deduction studied in previous section, there is another 
mechanism used in formal proofs, this is that of definition. For instance, in Logic, 
implication is defined in terms of negation and disjunction; in other words, P+ Q 
is the same as 1Pv 0. In this section we shall study theories, the rules of which 
correspond to such definitions. We shall see how these theories might be generalized 
in two different ways. Finally, we shall observe that the proof checker developed 
for theories based on deductions (see Section 2.5) can also be used in the present case. 
Theories based on definitions work with facts that are formulae (not sets of 
formulae as theories based on deductions do); consequently, their basic rules are 
all of the form (f, g) where f and g are formulae. It is customary to write such 
definitions as follows 
f Ag. 
Also note that these definitions, sometimes called syntactic equiua/ences. work both 
ways; in other words, theories based on definitions are equal to their own inverses. 
Our first generalization of such theories is based on the idea that a definition may 
be applied to the ‘inside’ of a formula as well as globally. For instance, 1P v Q may 
replace P+ Q in the formula (Pa Q) & R yielding (iP v Q) & R. In other words, 
a ‘special case’ of the Rule 
is the Rule 
As can be seen, both components of the first definition have been ‘extended’ by 
the fragment formula & R to form the second definition. In order to formalize this 
sorts of generalization, we introduce a special symbol, the Joker, denoted by d. 
Our fragment formula & R is then transformed into the ‘formula’ A & R. Finally, 
A &R is instantiated by means of the following two instantiation functions: {AH 
(P* Q)} and {A -(lP v R)}. More precisely, given a formula t built on the set S 
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of symbol augmented with the special symbol A, we define a function extend(t) 
on formulae built on S 
extend(t)(f) = inst({A-f})(f) (3.1) 
where insr is the function defined in (2.2.1). For instance, we have 
extend(A & R)(P* 0) = inst({Aw (I’* C?)l)(A & R) 
=(P+Q) &R. 
As can be seen, in a formula, the Joker marks the place where one component of 
a definition can be replaced by the other. Functions of the form extend(t) enjoy a 
nice composition property(see Appendix A20) which can be stated as follows: 
extend(t) 0 exrend( r’) = extend(exrend( t)( t’)). (3.2) 
As a consequence, the following set of functions: 
.&xT={exrend(t)IrE wfl(Su{A})}) (3.3) 
has property (1.2.7). As it also obviously has property (1.2.8), then the function 
&XT (see definition (1.2.6)) has the usual additive property (1.2.4). 
The derivation of a definition in a theory of the form gEXr( th) may be performed 
in practice by using Diagrams such as the following: 
Derived Definition 
fi pg. 
Proof (3.4) 
fi tl 4 . . . . 
i+, 1. i 
where the fi are formulae built on the set S of symbols, the ti are formulae built 
on SW(A) and the di are basic definitions of the theory th. If we suppose that each 
di is represented by a sequence (built on S) of size 2, then the correctness condition 
of this derivation is 
f n+1= g9 
(fi,fi+l)=extend(ti)odi for all i in [l, n]. 
(3.5) 
As it can be proved (see Appendix A26), the function extend(r) is a one-one 
function. Consequently, condition (3.5) can be re-written 
f n+l =g, 
extend( ti)-’ 0 
(3.6) 
(fi, fi+,) = di for all i in [l, n]. 
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Our second generalization is instantiation as defined in Section 2.2 above. Com- 
posing this generalization with the previous one, we obtain theories of the form 
gEXT(g1NAfh)) where 
r~s~={inst(h)~h~S++wfl(S)}. (3.7) 
In order to prove that such theories are ‘additive’ (1.2.4), it is sufficient to prove a 
property such as (1.2.10), which is easy after the following commutative law (see 
Appendix A2 1) 
inst( h) 0 exrend( t) = extend( inst( h)( t)) 0 inst( h). (3.8) 
Within this framework, a definition can be derived by using,conventions imilar to 
those of the Diagram (3.4). The correctness condition (3.6) becomes 
fn+l = g. 
eXrend(fi)-‘~(fi,fi+,)=inst(h;)~di for all i in [l,n] (3.9) 
and for some hi. 
Using the “Proof Checker” developed in Section 2.5, we can transform this condition 
into 
fn+l = g7 (3.10) 
check(O,(), rep(di), rep(eXtend(ti)-’ o(fi,fi+l)),{ }) for all i in [l, n]. 
As an example, in the Theory based on fhe following definitions: 
Dl PaQ&lPvQ 
02 P & Q~l(lPv-Q) 
03 Pr-mP 
04 (PvQ)vRaPv(QvR) 
the following definition might be correctly derived: 
Derived Definition 
Proof 
(P& Q)*R P P*(Q+R) 
T(-IPv-IQ =sR 02 
-IT(-IP v 1Q) v R Dl 
{lPvlQ)vR -03 
lPv(lQvR) 04 
P*(-IQvR) -Dl 
P*(Q+R) -Dl 
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Note that we have represented the ti (as used in Diagram (3.3)) by underlining the 
part of each formula which has to be replaced by the Joker; thus 
t, is A+R 
tz is A 
t3 is A v R 
t4 is A 
ts is A 
t6 is P+ A 
We have also adopted the convention that a definition name, say 02, means using 
the definition from left to right, whereas a definition name preceded by a minus 
sign, as in -03, means using the definition from right to left. 
4. Theories based on both deductions and definitions 
In many practical theories (i.e. Propositional Calulus, Predicate Calculus) both 
mechanisms of deduction and definition studied in previous sections are used 
simultaneously. For instance, in Propositional Calculus, we have the following basic 
deduction rule, called Modus-Ponens: 
P 
P*Q 
* Q . .
but we also hav_e the following basic definition: 
P*QalPvQ. 
In this section, we shall study such ‘mixed’ theories which are based on both 
mechanisms. We shall also generalize the concept of definition to that of conditional 
definition. 
In Section 2, we have seen that theories based on deductions were made up of 
basic rules of the form ({fi, . . . , f,,,}, {g}). Such theories were generalized by means 
of the function gADDo g,,, (see definitions (2.1.1) and (2.2.3)). In Section 3, we 
have seen that theories based on definitions were made up of rules of the form 
(f, g). Such theories were generalized by means of the function g,, 0 glNsT (see 
definitions (3.3) and (3.7)). In order to ‘merge’ these forms, we need to slightly 
modify our representation of definitions which thus become ({f},(g)). Theories 
based on definitions represented this way are now generalized by means of the 
function glMExT 0 glM1&,sT where IMINST is defined as in (2.2.3) and where IMExT 
is the following set of functions: 
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We are now able to define theories based on both deductions and definitions. 
Such theories will be made up of two constituent sub-theories: firstly a deduction 
sub-theory th comprising all the basic deduction rules, secondly a definition sub- 
theory th’ comprising all basic definitions. These two sub-theories might be general- 
ized to form 
We leave it as an exercise for the reader to prove that such a theory has an ‘additive’ 
property similar to property (1.2.4). As an example, the following theory comprising 
two basic deduction rules and one basic definition 
Rl P 
P*Q 
* Q . .
R2 :. (Q*R)*((PvQ)*(PvR)) 
D PaQ&lPvQ 
might be extended as follows: 
Derived Rule 
(1) QaR 
. (P+Q)*(P+R) . . 
Proof 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(Q+R)+((lPv Q)*(lPv R)) 
(-IPv Q)+(lPv R) 
(P+QQ)*(lPv R) 
(P+Q)+(P*R) 
R2 
(I), (2) R1 
(3) -D 
(4) -D 
As can be seen, in this proof, we have mixed conventions used in deduction theories 
(the reference to previous lines) with conventions used in definition theories (the 
underlining of the part that has been replaced by its definition). 
We shall now generalize definitions by allowing them to be conditional. Such 
conditional definitions take the following form: 
This form means that an instantiation of g, may be replaced by the same instantiation 
of g2 provided we have proved identical instantiations off,, . . . , f,,,. 
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To summarize at this point, we now have theories having rules and definitions of 
the following general forms: 
fi fi 
These forms can be simplified as follows when m is equal to zero: 
*g . . g1 c g2. 
Again, we leave it as an exercise for the reader to prove that theories based on 
both deductions and (conditional) definitions enjoy an ‘additive’ property similar 
to property (1.2.4). Hint: consider rules of the form (({f,, . . . , f,,,}, {gl}), (0,{g2})) 
for definitions, and rules of the form (({f,, . . . , f,,,}, 0), (O,(g))) for deductions. 
As an example, the following theory comprising one axiom and one basic condi- 
tional definition: 
R :. (Pv Q)*(QvP) 
D I-0 
Q*P 
P&Q 
might be extended as follows: 
Derived Definition 
(1) PvQsQvP 
Proof 
(2) (PvQ)*(QvP) R 
(3) (QvP)*(PvQ) R 
(4) QvP (2), (3), (I), D 
5. Application: Formal construction of mathematics 
In this last part of the paper, we shall use our previous formal definition of theories 
based on both deductions and definitions to construct some practical theories such 
as Propositional Calculus and Predicate Calculus. 
5.1. Propositional calculus 
Propositional Calculus formalizes elementary Logic. Here are its basic rules and 
definitions. This axiomatic system is essentially that of Hilbert and Ackermann. We 
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have only added conditional definition P6 because it cannot be proved within the 
formal system itself (it can only be proved by induction on the structure of formulae). 
Propositional Calculus: 
Pl 
P2 
P3 
P4 
P5 
P6 
:. P*(Pv Q) 
* (Pv Q)*(Qv P) . .
* (PvP)*P . .
* (Q*R)*((Pv c?)*(Pv R)) . . 
P 
P*Q 
. Q . . 
P*Q 
Q*P 
PPQ 
Abbreviations: 
Al P~QP~PvQ 
A2 P&Qs:(lPv7Q) 
Next is a sample of the most useful derived rules, theorems, and derived definitions 
of Propositional Calculus. In Appendix B, we give some proofs. 
Syllogism 
Excluded Middle 
Double Negation 
Transposition 
Exportation 
Commutatiuity 
Associativity 
Distributivity 
de Morgan 
P+Q 
Q*R 
:. P+R 
* PVIP . .
PrnP 
P+QelQ=+lP 
(P& Q)+R P P+(Q*R) 
PvQgQvP 
P&Q&Q&P 
Pv(QvR)a(PvQ)vR 
P&(Q&R)B(P&Q)&R 
Pv(Q&R)a(PvQ)&(PvR) 
P& (QvR)&(P&Q)v(P&R) 
Pv QP~(~P& 1Q) 
P& Qe-~(lPvlQ) (Rule A2) 
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Dilemma I 
P+Q 
RJS 
:. (PvR)*(OvS) 
P*Q 
R+S 
. (P&R)+(O&S) . . 
5.2. Predicate Calculus 
Propositional calculus, as studied in previous section, is a theory formalizing 
elementary reasonings involving basic logical connectives uch as ‘and’. ‘or’, ‘if’ and 
‘not’. In this section, we shall extend Propositional Calculus in order to be able to 
formalize reasonings involving ‘objects’ (i.e. things, individuals, etc.). This extension 
is called Predicate Calculus. We shall study this theory by gradually introducing its 
specific symbols and basic rules. We shall also introduce a number of ‘small’ theories 
which are needed to fully formalize Predicate Calculus. 
In Propositional Calculus, formulae were Predicates which could eventually be 
proved (for instance, Pv 1P) or refuted (for instance, P& -IP). In Predicate 
Calculus, besides Predicates as in Propositional Calculus, we have other formulae 
called Terms. Terms are distinct from Predicates in that there is no point in proving 
or refuting them. Rather, Terms are formulae denoting objects. 
In Propositional Calculus, symbols of arity 0 (i.e. P, 0, R) were used to denote 
Predicates. As such. these symbols were able to be replaced by other Predicates by 
the mechanism of instantiation (see Section 2.2). In Predicate Calculus. because of 
our dealing with Terms, we introduce similar symbols of arity 0 (i.e. S, T) which 
are supposed to denote Terms. As such, these symbols will be able to be replaced 
by other Terms by the same mechanism of instantiation. We shall also use the 
symbol F to denote Formulae, that is Predicates or Terms. 
Moreover, in Predicate Calculus, besides Predicates and Terms, we have Letters. 
In a Formula (that is, in a Predicate or in a Term), a Letter is a labelled ‘hole’ 
which acts as a temporary name for an unknown object. Consequently, we shall 
introduce yet another supply of symbols of arity 0 (i.e. X, Y). Such symbols 
denote Letters and as such they will be able to be replaced by other Letters by the 
mechanism of instantiation. Note that Letters are Terms; however. a Term is in 
general more complicated than a single Letter. 
The other symbols of Predicate Calculus are those symbols of Propositional 
Calculus (namely v, &, =$ of arity 2 and 1 of arity 1) plus four extra symbols, the 
meanings of which we shall now introduce and explain informally. 
Our first new symbol, of arity 2, is called the Existential Quantifier. It is used to 
construct Predicates according to the following external syntax 
3Letter.Predicate 
For instance the formula 3X.P is a Predicate to be read “there exists an object X 
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such that P (of X) holds”. Our second symbol, of arity 3, is called the Term 
substitution symbol. It is used to construct Formulae according to the following 
external syntax: 
Formula Term/Letter- 
For instance, the Formula Ps,, (resp. T,,,) is a Predicate (resp. Term) to be read 
“Predicate P (of X) (resp. Term T (of X)), within which the Letter denoted by X 
has been replaced consistently by the Term S”. 
Before introducing the other symbols of Predicate Calculus, we shall present its 
first axiom indicating the relationship between these two symbols. This axiom is 
* Ps,, 3 3X.P. . .
From this axiom and using Proposition Calculus rule P5 (see Section 5.1) it is easy 
to prove the following derived rule which is more intuitive. 
P S/X 
* 3X.P . .
This rule says that the fact “there exists an object X such that Predicate P (of X) 
holds” can be deduced from the fact “Predicate P holds for some object, namely 
the object denoted by the Term S”. 
Our third symbol, of arity 2, is called the Uniuersul Quantifier. It allows us to 
construct Predicates according to the following external syntax 
VLetter.Predicate. 
For instance, the Formula VXP is a Predicate to be read “for all object X, Predicate 
P (of X) holds”. Universal quantification is related to existential quantification by 
the following basic definition 
VX.Pa 13x.-d? 
Predicate Calculus has two rules involving universal quantification. The first of 
these rules is called the rule of generalization. It is very intuitive: 
P 
. VX.P . . 
The second of these rules (in fact an axiom) is far less intuitive 
:. (VX.(P~~))~((3X.P)~Q). 
Note that the formulation of this axiom is incorrect: it requires an extra clause 
stating that “Predicate Q does not depend on X”. In order to formalize this ‘fact’, 
we introduce our fourth symbol, of arity 2, the symbol of non-dependance. This 
symbol allows us to write Facts according to the following syntax: 
Formula=. 
For instance the Fact PR (resp. Sn) can be read “Predicate P (resp. Term S) does 
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not depend on the Letter denoted by X”. Our ‘axiom’ can be re-formulated as 
OX 
. (vx.(P~Q))*(t~x.f')*Qo) . . 
This Rule is not very intuitive. However, from it, we can easily derive the following 
more palatable Rule: 
* Q . .
This rule says that the fact “Predicate Q holds” can be deduced from the three facts: 
(i) Predicate Q does not depend on X; 
(ii) There exists an object X such that P (of X) holds; 
(iii) P implies Q. 
This Rule formalizes a mode of reasoning called ‘reasoning with an arbitrary 
constant’. In order to do so, we must be sure that the arbitrary constant in question, 
X, does exist (ii), and that our final result, 0, does not depend on it (i); finally, we 
must be sure that the condition, P, met by our arbitrary constant, implies our final 
result (iii). Another way of looking at this Rule is to view it as a generalization of 
Rule P5 of Propositional Calculus (Modus-Ponens). 
To summarize at this point, here are the basic axiom, rules and definition of 
Predicate Calculus: 
Predicate Calculus: 
Ql :. Ps,x * 3X.P 
Q2 P 
:. Vx.P 
03 OR 
- (vx.(Pa Q))*((=J’)* 0) . . 
Abbreviation : 
A3 . Vx.Pa 13x.lP 
However, these rules are not sufficient to develop the Calculus in a fully formal 
way. This is so because we have not yet axiomatized (that is give a formal meaning) 
to the linguistic constructs corresponding to Term substitution and to Letter indepen- 
dence. For that reason, we shall now introduce two ‘small’ theories: a Theory of 
non-dependence, and a theory of substitution. 
The Theory of non-dependence ‘explains’ how facts of the form “a certain 
Predicate (resp. Term) does not depend on some Letter” can be deduced from 
similar facts. This theory can also be viewed as giving the scope rules of our Predicate 
Language. The rules of this theory are straightforward. However some of them 
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deserve a special informal comment. For instance, Rule Nl introduces the concept 
of distinctness between Letter denotations: it says that the fact “the Letter denoted 
by X is distinct from that denoted by Y” is the same fact as “the Letter denoted 
by Y is distinct from that denoted by X” (distinction is symmetric). Rule N4 
explains that “the Predicate 3X.P does not depend on X”. It formalizes the concept 
of scope of a quantifier. 
Here is our ‘small’ Theory of non-dependence: 
Nl Xrl Yx 
N2 Px 
- (+9x . . 
N3 PR QR 
:. (PvQ)% 
N4 :. (3X.P)Jq 
N5 PR 
. (3Y.P)x . . 
N6 SR 
- (Fs,x)x . . 
N7 Fx Sx 
- (Fs,,)R . . 
Our second small theory ‘explains’ how some Term substitutions can be defined 
in terms of others. Some of the rules deserve a special informal comment. For 
instance, Rule Sl gives the ‘essence’ of substitution: S substituted for X in X is S. 
Rule S6 ‘explains’ that a substitution can only be ‘imported’ in a quantified Predicate 
if the substituting Term does not depend on the quantification Letter. Otherwise, 
we have what is usually called a ‘clash of variables’. In order to avoid such an 
accident, one may perform a change of variable, as explained by Rule S7. 
Here is the ‘small’ Theory of substitution: 
Sl 
s2 
s3 
xs,x P s 
F x/x&F 
F‘T 
Fslx c F 
s4 (lP)s,x p -vs,x) 
s5 tp v Q)s,x 2 h/x v Qs,x 
S6 Ya SY 
(3 y.%,x 2 3 y.(Ps,x) 
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(FY,x)s, Y s Fs,x 
S8 Yx Tn 
(F,,x)vY c (Fr,v)cs, v)/x 
Next is a sample of the most important results of Predicate Calculus. In Appendix 
C, we give some proofs. 
Substitution 
Commutativity 
Associativity 
Distributivity 
de Morgan 
Dilemma 
Change of variable 
P 
.*. ps,x 
3x.3 Y.P& 3 Y.3X.P 
QX.Q Y.P c Q Y.QX.P 
1 
3X.(Pv 0) c (3X.P) V (3X.0) 
QX.(P& Q) P (QX.P) & (QX.0) 
1 
PR 
P v QX.0 P QX.(P v 0) 
P,V 
P& 3X.Qz 3X.(P& Q) 
{ 
3X.P 2 7QX.-rP 
QX.P e 73X.7P (Rule A3) 
: 
P+Q 
:. (3X.P)+(3X.Q) 
P*Q 
. (QX.P)+(QXQ) . . 
I 
Yx Pp 
3 Y.(P,,x) G3X.P 
I Yx Pp Q Y.(P,,x) B QX.P 
From here, a formal Theory of Set and a formal Theory of ‘Programming’ can 
be developed [l]. 
6. Concluding remarks 
In this paper, we have presented a certain style of program development based 
on the usage of Mathematics. This style is characterized by various features. First 
a very high level of abstractions (i.e. a theory is a binary relation) enabled us to 
develop equally abstract mechanisms defined by their desirable properties only (i.e. 
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generalization functions, specialization functions); later, these mechanisms were 
given more concrete forms (i.e. add, inst, extend). This style is also characterized 
by a very frequent usage of the mechanism of change of variables: for instance, 
‘facts’ were initially defined as non-structured members of a certain set, then they 
were regarded as finite sets of ‘atomic facts’, later as finite sequences of such facts: 
atomic facts themselves were identified with formulae, that is finite oriented trees. 
later transformed into well-formed-formulae when the notion of arity was intro- 
duced; these trees were at last represented by finite sequences corresponding to 
their pre-order. Finally, this style is characterized by the great importance given to 
the credibility ofproofs: proofs must not only be correct, they must also be readable: 
in fact, this is the essential reason for the presence of the two previous stylistic 
elements; a high level of abstractions and the frequent usage of changes of variables 
are the basic ingredients which make proofs (and programs) readable. 
In this paper, we have also presented an application of the Proof Checker to 
check proofs written within theories which constitute the basis of formal Logic. In 
pursuing this Bourbakian approach [2] our intention was to show that Mathematics 
could be developed on an entirely formal basis. This is not to mean that Mathematics 
should systematically be formalized, this is only to mean that it can be done in 
practice. Our interest in the foundation of Mathematics started as soon as we were 
convinced by the axiomatic approach to Program Semantics advocated by C.A.R. 
Hoare [5]. If an entirely formal axiomatic basis is to be given to the Semantics of 
Programming then such an approach should first be applicable to the non-compu- 
table, that is to the whole body of Mathematics. 
We believe in Mathematics as a useful tool to develop programs. Unfortunately 
some people still think that Mathematics is too difficult, that too many concepts 
have to be mastered. We disagree with that opinion. On the contrary, we think that 
the part of Mathematics that has to be mastered by the professional informatician 
is quite small and concentrated in a very well-defined area, that of the founding 
principles of Mathematics: people must understand the algorithmic aspects of formal 
proofs, they must know what kinds of mathematical beings sets, relations and 
functions are, they must know how to operate on them; finally they must be able 
to understand how inductively defined objects such as Natural Numbers, finite 
sequences and finite trees can be formally constructed and how powerful principles 
such as induction and recursion can be applied to them. 
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Appendix A 
Al. (1.2.4) Ihcth’cg(rh)* implies g(th)“=g(lh’)* 
From the rh’ and after (1.2.1) and (1.1.2) one deduces g(th)*c g(rh’)*. From 
th’cg(rh)*oneobtainsg(th’)cg(g(th)*) after (1.2.1) and then g(th’)cg(g(rh))* 
after (1.2.5), yielding g(th’)c g(th)* after (1.2.2) and (1.1.2); as a consequence, 
we have g(lh’)*cg(lh)* after (1.1.2) and (1.1.3). 
AZ, rh c rh’ implies gs(th) cgs(th ‘) 
Operators 0 and LI are monotone. 
A3. g,(th *) c gs(th) * 
One may first prove by induction 
!P th”os -“c(i?,(s. rhC’))n. 
Then we have 
= sQ UN (s o th” Q s-*1 
= LJN s; (s o th” o s-‘1 
-‘I) “= gs(th)*. 
A4. g&(W) c gs(th) 
gs(gs(rh)) = LJ 
SES 
= /_I /J ((s 0 I) 0 th 0 (s 0 I)-‘) 
SES rcs 
c Sys (s 0 th 0 s-‘) after (1.2.7). 
AS. th c gs(th) 
~h=I~thoI-‘cgs(~h) after(l.2.8). 
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A6 g,o gs =g, 
77 
g7(gs(rh))=,L?, ro u (sothos_‘) ( ( ot-’ SGS > > 
= ,g sys ((t 0 s) o th o (t o s1-l) 
=UJp~thW -‘) by definition of TS. 
A7. tsETSand ts’ETS implies (tsots’)ETS 
The result follows from the equality r 0 s 0 t’ 0 s’ = t 0 t” 0 ~“0 s’ for some t” and S” 
in T and S. 
A8 (2.1.2) implies (ifi, . . . , f,J, igl) E gAdtW * 
From (2.1.2) one may deduce that for all i in [ 1, n] we have 
({fl. * . 9 fm+i-119 {fl, . . .y fm+il) E gADD(fh). Consequently, we have (If,, . . . ,fd, 
{fly * * . , f,,,+,,}) E gAdrh)*. By definition, we have (ifi,. . . , fm+n_l}, 0) E th, there- 
fore we have ({fi,. . . , f,,,+n},{g})c gADD(th) since f,,,+, =g. The desired result 
follows by composition. 
A9. (if,, . . . f fm), ig}) E gADD (th) * implies (2.1.2) 
From the hypothesis, one may deduce that there exist a number n and 3 sequences 
f In+,, *.. , f,,,+“, a ,. . . , a, and h,. . . , b, such that (ai, { fm+i}) E th, and bi u { fm+i} = 
bi+l U ai+l together with the initial and final conditions {f,, . . . , f,,,}= b, u a, and 
b,, u{f,,,+,,} ={g}. From this, one may deduce by induction that for all i in [l, n] we 
have biC{f,,. . . , fm+i-l}e Consequently, we have Ui c {fi, . . . , fm+i-1). We also 
obviously have f,,,+, = g. 
A10 Formalization of finite oriented trees 
A finite oriented tree t such as the following 
is the following function 
More generally, the set tree(S) of finite oriented trees built on a set S, is the set of 
finite partial functions t (from sequences of positive Natural Numbers to S) such 
that the domain of t is closed under lexicographical order. For instance, since the 
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sequence (3,2) belongs to the domain of the previous function f, then sequences 
(3. 1). (3). (2). (1) and () also belong to it. 
Let append(i) be the sequence function such that append(i)(s) = is. We can 
then define the tree constructor as follows: 
X R u =H >-xl u iEdom(s) (Si o append(i)-‘). s 
For instance, let s,, s2 and s3 be the following trees: 
s1={0-b,(l)-e), 
S,=Io-c~, 
S~={oHd,(l)Hf,(2)Wg). 
Consequently, we have 
sloappend(l)-‘={(l)~b,,(l,l)~e), 
s2 0 append@_’ ={(2)r,c)l, 
s30 append(3)-’ ={(3)-d, (3,1)-f, (3,2)-g}. 
Therefore, we have 
In order to prove a property for all members of free(S), one can prove it for 
trees of the form x 
R 
and then for trees of the form x 
( ) R 
under the (induction) 
s 
hypothesis that the property holds for the trees composing the sequence s. 
This inductive proof method is itself provable. 
In order to define a function for members of tree(S). one can define it for trees 
of the form x 
R 
and then for trees of the form x A in terms of its values at 0 S 
trees composing the sequence s. This recursive construction method can be proved 
to form well-defined total functions. 
Al 1. inst(h) 0 inst(k) = inst(inst(h) 0 k’) for some function k’ 
Let k’ be the following function: 
k’(x) = 
k(x) if xc dam(k), 
otherwise. 
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We shall prove the result by induction, that is for trees of the form x 
R 
and for 
R 
( ) 
trees of the form x provided the result holds for members of S: 
inst(h)(ins1(k))($Q = r:l)(ii) i~~~~~(k) 
= inst( h)( k’(x)) = inst( inst( h) 0 k’) 
= & by induction hypothesis 
. 
Al ‘2. s Q add(b) = add(s(b)) 0 s where s = image(inst(h)) for some h 
s(add(b)(a))=image(inst(h))(add(b)(a)) 
= image( inst( h))( b u a) 
= image( inst( h))( b) u image( inst( h))(a) 
= add( image( inst( h))( b))( image( inst( h))( a)) 
= add(s(b))(s(a)). 
Al 3. 3h . (inst(h) 0 s = s’) implies (2.4.4) 
As the proof for the first condition of (2.4.4) (namely IsI = Is’j) is obvious, we 
shall only prove the result for the second condition of (2.4.4). Let x be a symbol 
of arity Is]. The theorem to prove is then equivalent to 
inst(h) (8) =,@ implies (Rassoc,@) c S- wfl(S) 
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In fact we shall prove, as usual, a more general result for all trees t 
1 
h(x). if xcdom(h) 
t ~SSOC (inst(h)(t)) c h’ where h’(x) = 
otherwise. 
We shall prove this result by induction 
,$$,assoc (inst(h)( 8)) = (x-instthJ( ,$f$)} 
I ix- h(x)) if xE dam(h) 
otherwise 
c h’, 
= IJ si assoc (inst( h)( s,)) 
ltdO,nlEJ 
c h’ by induction hypothesis. 
A14. (2.4.4) implies Zh.(inst(h) 0 s =s’) 
Let x be a symbol of arity IsI. It is then sufficient to prove 
hassock E S- wfl(S) implies inst( RassocB)( &) =A. 
In fact, we shall prove a more general result for all trees t and functions h: 
h u (t assoc t’) E S-, wfi( S) implies insr( h u (t ussoc f’))(t) = f’. 
We shall prove this result by induction 
inst(hv(@,assocr’))($$) =inst(hu(x,f’))(f$) =t’, 
inst( hu(RssOCjZJ))( R) = 
J 
S St 
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= X A by induction hypothesis s’ 
Al 5. Condition (2.4.7) 
Replace test and assoc by their definitions (2.4.5) and (2.4.3). 
A16. 
X 
9 u?) t =xrep(s* t) 
rep(A t> =pre(BJ * conc(Preot) 
= x conc( pre 0 s) * conc( pre 0 t) 
= x conc( pre 0 (s * t)) 
Al 7. (2.54) 
= x fep(s * t) 
We shall only prove the induction step. We suppose that the property holds for 
rep(s) and for rep(t) and we shall prove that it holds for x rep(s) * rep(t) (where 
arity(x) = Is/). We have 
x rep(s) * rep(t) * u = rep( s’) * u’, 
The sequence s’ must obviously be of the form 
A 
;, t” for some s” and t”. Thus 
rep(s) * rep(t) * u = rep(f) * rep( t”) * u’, 
We can then successively prove s = s” and t = t” since Is”1 = arity(x) = IsI and ItI = It”l. 
Therefore 8 t= & t”=s’, 
Al 8. (2.5.5) 
Again, we only prove the induction step. We have 
w 
X Gu t = rep( s’). S 
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The sequence s’ must be of the form 
X 
R 
s,, 2”. As obviously 1st = Is”I, then we have 
s = s” after A17, therefore rep(t) = rep( t”) and t = t” after the induction hypothesis; 
thus t = s’. 
A19. 
n-Cl+ C arity((pre(t)),) forn<Ipre(t)l, 
ic[l.n] 
n = l+ x Urity((pre(t))i) for n =Ipre(t)l. 
iC[lJl] 
We shall prove this result by induction 
l+i,&,urirY(( Pre($$))i)=l+oriry(x)=l, 
l+iEz,.I arirY( ( pfe(JQ)i) = l +aritY(x)+itC~_,l arity((conc(pre 0 s)Ji) 
= l+urity(x)+ C z urity((pre(sj))i) where C t?lj=n-1 
je[l.oriry(x)] is[l,mj] jc[l.ority(x)] 
5 1 + urity (x) + 1 (ml - 1) by induction hypothesis 
je[l. oriry(x)] 
3 1 + urity( x) + n - 1 - dry(x) 
3 n. 
A20. extend(t) 0 extend(t’) = extend(extend(t)(t’)) 
extend(t)(extend(t’)(f)) = extend(t)(inst({A~f})(t’)) 
= inst({A~inst({A~f})(t’)})(t) 
= inst({inst({A~f}) o{Awt’})(t) 
=(inst({A~f})o inst({A~t’}))(t) (2.2.2) 
= inst({A wf})( extend( t)( t’)) 
= extend( extend( t)( t’))( f). 
A21. inst(h) 0 extend(t) = extend(inst(h)(t)) 0 inst(h) for h ES- wff(S) and t E 
MS u iA}) 
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inst(h)(extend(t)(f)) = inst(h)(inst({AHf})(f)) 
= inst(hu{A~in~t(h)(f)})(t) 
= insr({AHinSf(h)(f)})(inst(h)(t)) 
= extend( inst( h)( t))(inst(h)(f)). 
Appendix B 
Bl 
(1) Q+R 
. (Pv Q)+(PvR) 
(2) -* (Q*R)*((Pv Q)*(Pv R)) P-I 
(3) (Pv Q)*(PvR) (l), (2) P5 
B2 
(1) P*Q 
(2) Ll2E 
. P+R 
(3) . . (-IPvQ)+(TPvR) 
(4) e!LL? 
(5) -IPvR 
(6) P*R 
B3 
(1) PvQLQvP 
(2) (Pv Q)*(QvP) 
(3) (QvP)*(Pv Q) 
(4) QvP 
B4 
* PVlP 
(1) "(PvP)*P 
(2) P*(PvP) 
(3) P*P 
(4) 1PvP 
(5) PVlP 
(2) Bl 
(1) Al 
(4). (3) P5 
(5) -Al 
P2 
PZ 
(2), (3), (1) 1’6 
P3 
Pl 
(2), (1) B2 
(3) Al 
(4) B3 
81 
(1) 
(2) 
B6 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
87 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
BS 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
B9 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
. P*--l-lP . . 
--lPv T-TP 
P*-l-lP 
PGllP 
lP*lllP 
(PVlP)~(PVlllP) 
PVlP 
Pv l-l-lP 
1llPV P 
-nP*P 
P311P 
-lTP 
P+Q 
R+S 
:. (PvR)*(QvS) 
(P v R)a(Pv S) 
(Sv P)*(Sv 0) 
(PvS)*(Sv 0) 
(Pv RH(Sv Q) 
(P’v R)+(Qv S) 
P*Q 
R=+Q 
:. (PvR)*Q 
(Pv R)*(Qv 0) 
(QvQHQ 
(Pv R)*Q 
1. R. Abrid 
B4 
(1) -Al 
B5 
(2) Bl 
B4 
(4), (3) P5 
(5) B3 
(6) -Al 
B5 
(a), (7), (1) P6 
(1) Al 
(2) B3 
(3) B6 
(4) -Al 
(2) Bl 
(1) Bl 
(4) B3 
(3), (5) B2 
(6) B3 
(1) (2) B8 
P3 
(3) (4), B2 
Other proofs can be found in [3] 
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Cl 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
c2 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
c3 
(1) 
(2) 
c4 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
C5 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Appendix C 
P 
.*a ps,x 
(lP)s,,*H.lP 
(lP,,,)*u.lP 
(13x.1P)*11(P,,,) 
[VX.P)* ll( Ps,x> 
VX.P 
-(Ps,x) 
P s/x 
QX 
P*Q 
‘. (~X.P)JQ : 
(VX.(Pa Q))+((3X.P)* 0) 
VX.(P+ 0) 
(3x.P)~ Q 
- P33X.P . 
p,,,*3x.p 
fj3X.P 
P*Q 
. . (3X.P)a(3X.Q) .’ 
Q33X.Q 
P33X.Q 
(3x.Q)~ 
(3X.P)a(3X.Q) 
. ((3X.P) v (3X.Q))*3X.(Pv Q) . 
P*(Pv 0) 
(3X.P)*3X.(Pv 0) 
Q*(QvP) 
Q=aIPv 0) 
(3X.Q)+3X.(Pv Q) 
((3X.P) v (3X.Q))+3X.(Pv 0) 
Ql 
(2) s4 
(3) B7 
(4)-A3 
(1) 02 
(61, (5)P5 
(7)-B6 
(1) Q3 
(2) 02 
(4),(3)P5 
Ql 
(1) 22 
c3 
(11, (2) 1x2 
N4 
(41, (3) a 
Pl 
(1) C4 
P3:B3 
(4) C4 
(2h (5) B9 
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C-6 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
3x.(Pv Q) &I (3x.P) v (3x.Q) 
P* 3X.P 
Q*3X.Q 
(Pv Q)=s(@X.P) v (3X.Q)) 
(3X.P)n 
(3X.Q)n 
((3X.P) v (3X.Q))n 
(3X.(Pv Q))d((3X.P) v (3X.Q)) 
((3X.P) v (3X.Q))+3X.(Pv 0) 
(3X.P) v (3X.Q) 
c7 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(I), (2) s7 
(3) s2 
C8 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
YX 
PP 
3 y.py/.y P 3X.P 
P y/x* 3X.P 
(3X.P) p 
(3 Y.Py,,)*3X.P 
tPY,x)x,Y*3YPY,x 
p* 3 Y.Py,x 
(PY,X)R 
(3 Y.P,,X)R 
(3X.P)*3 Y.Py,x 
3X.P 
c3 
c3 
(2), (3) 88 
N4 
N4 
(5), (6) N3 
(7), (4) c2 
c5 
(f3), (9L (1) P6 
01 
(2) N5 
(5), (4) a 
pz:, (7) c7 
(1) N6 
(9) N5 
(lo), (8) C2 
(6), (II), (3) P6 
Other proofs can be found in [3]. 
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